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※ Prior to use, please refer to this instruction manual and follow the instructions.
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1. Pre-use warning and safety precautions
Signal term description
Caution
Warning

Denotes a dangerous situation that could result in property damage if not
avoided
Denotes a dangerous situation which, if not avoided, could result in
minor injury and/or property damage

Warning
- Please examine the electronic stethoscope and accessories before use. Do not use if any of the components
are damaged. Do not use if the cable is frayed, crushed, or exposed.
- Use only Heroic Faith-authorized accessories.
- To minimize the risk of an electric shock, do not use on the patient if the foam on the stethoscope patch is
damaged.
- To reduce the risk of damage to the electronic stethoscope, do not disassemble, modify, or attempt to repair
the stethoscope without consulting Heroic Faith. Please contact Heroic Faith personnel or our distributors
for repair services.
- Do not attempt to connect the Accursound Electronic Stethoscope and accessories to any other device.
- This stethoscope should not be used in conjunction with high voltage equipment such as an AED
(Automated External Defibrillator). Disconnect the stethoscope before taking emergency measures to avoid
interference.
- To reduce the risk of dermal irritation or adverse reactions, do not leave the stethoscope patch attached for
more than 12 hours.
- When placing the patches, avoid wounds, injury, inflammatory or infected areas. Apply the patches only to
intact, clean tissue.
- To reduce the risk associated with contamination and infection, thoroughly sanitize all patient-contact
components after each use. Seefor cleaning and maintenance instructions.
- Do not use the e-stethoscope on equipment known to cause electromagnetic interference, such as MRI, CT,
and ultrasound. Such equipment may affect the performance of the AS-101.
- To avoid strangulation and asphyxiation, please use the stethoscope under adult supervision.

Caution
-AS-101 should be kept away from direct sunlight, flammable materials, high temperature, and humid
environment.
-Remove the stethoscope plug if the device will not be used for a long time.
-Do not submerge the stethoscope and accessories in liquids or sterilize them otherwise.
-Do not spray disinfectant directly onto the device. Excessive moisture may result in moisture entering the
internal components.
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2. User Guide
AIRMOD is a respiratory monitoring system consisting of the Accursound Electronic
Stethoscope (AS-101) and an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm developed by Heroic
Faith to continuously monitor breathing and airways in a non-invasive method. By
attaching the stethoscopic patch to the patient’s neck right adjacent to the trachea, AS-101
can broadcast the breathing sounds in real time and display soundwave spectrogram
simultaneously as a visual aid for making clinical judgement. The small patch featuring
extraordinary ambient noise-canceling technology can deliver breathing sounds with
minimal surgical field interference. Upon detection of respiratory abnormalities, the AI
algorithm will send alerts to healthcare providers to ensure early intervention when
necessary and promote patient safety.

3. Product Description
3.1 Use and Methodology
The product features a mic-based stethoscopic patch that collects respiratory sounds,
amplifies the signal, and employs noise-canceling technology to process the signal; users
can apply the stethoscopic patch to the patient's tracheal area to record the signal of
current respiratory sound which can be heard and visualized to provide medical clinicians
a reference for diagnostic purposes.

Features：
√ Respiratory sound playback: Real-time
playback of respiratory sounds, audio frequency
modulation with anti-noise technology for
improved clarity
√ Visualized spectrogram: Continuous
respiratory monitoring transformed into visualized
frequency maps for an uninterrupted understanding
of medical conditions and history
√ AI recognition technology: Al continuous
breathing monitoring system equipped with
accurate respiratory frequency calculation and
continuous recognition of abnormal respiratory
signals
√ Review and record: Continuous recording of
respiratory sounds and playback of patient event
records thereafter
3
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3.2 Product Application and Scope of Use
This product monitors respiratory conditions in a non-invasive approach with AS-101 as
well as a pre-installed AI algorithm. It is intended to be used by medical personnel in
healthcare facilities to record respiratory signals. (Recommended use for patients 3 years
of age and older)

3.3 Package Contents
⚫ Mainframe Package
No.

Item

Units

1

Relay Board

1

2

Patch Connection Cable

2

3

Earphone

1

4

Product Image
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4

Stethoscopic Patch

2

(Reusable for individual patients)

Logo
(Front Side)

5

Power Cable

1

6

Power Supply

1

5

Stethoscopic Side
(Back side)
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⚫ Airmod Accessories
No.

Item

Unit

7

Phone

1

8

Phone Charger Set (Charge Cable

1

and Power Adapter)

9

Multiport Adaptor

1

10

Type A to C Cable

1

11

Type C to C Cable

2

6

Product Image
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⚫ Adhesive Materials
12

Double Sided Adhesive Disk

48
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3.4 Product Appearance Description
CH light signal:
No external communications or patch
connection: no light
With external communications but
no patch connection: no light
With external communications and
patch connection
Chosen CH: Green light
Not chosen CH: Orange light

Select (Next) CH

Volume
Adjustment

Mute

Power Indicator

3.55mm Audio
port

External
Communications Port

Charge Port

Connection Cable Port
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4. Apparatus Usage Procedure Recommendation
4.1 Apparatus Setup and Use
1. Connect the stethoscopic patch and the relay board with a patch connection cable

Stethoscopic
Patch
Relay Board

Type C to C Cable

2. Connect the multiport adaptor, connection cable, and phone charge cable

Phone Port

Phone Charge Cable

Multiport Adaptor

charge plate
Type A to C Cable
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3. Connect the ①relay board, ○
2 charge board, and ○
3 phone in order

○
1 Relay Boarde

○
2 charge Board

○
3 Phone

Unplugged connection: Connect the phone and mainframe with a type C to C cable

Relay Board +
Stethoscopic Patch

Phone

Type C to C Cable

10
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4. Hang the device on IV stand or place on a stable and secured surface
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4.2 Stethoscopic Patch Usage Protocol
1. Attach the double sided adhesive disks to the stethoscopic side of the patch (flat
surface) and peel the double-sided tape

2. Attach or place the stethoscopic patch to the patient's throat
(A flat area next to the thyroid cartilage or on the upper edge of the suprasternal
notch is recommended)

(B) Flat area on the upper edge of the sternal notch

(A) Flat area next to the thyroid cartilage

12
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4.3 APP: Airmod Usage Procedure
1. Open APP: Airmod

Airmod
(artiﬁcial intelligence respiratory monitor device)

2. APP User Interface

Current date and time

Please make sure the connection light is on, if not, the connection is not
established, please reconnect.
Advanced Settings: Provides access to the advanced settings panel to
view/change patient information, files, advanced function settings,
and adjustments.

Toggle Spectrum: Default setting is set to on; the respiratory
spectrum will be turned off when deactivated.

Mute: Clicking on mute will disable sound playback, but the phone
will still display the respiratory spectrum and recognition function.

Freeze Frame and Backtrack: Upon activation, the screen can be
frozen and the recorded spectrum and waveform can be backtracked.

Toggle Alert and Breath Count: Default setting is set to on; alerts and
breath count will be turned off after deactivation.

Connection Indicator: After connecting the device correctly, please
make sure the connection indicator lights up, if not, the connection is
not established, and please reconnect.

Exit APP: Exit the application, press the Confirm button to confirm
that you are leaving the application.

Lock Screen: You can lock the phone screen to avoid accidental
touching of the screen and subsequent initiated operations.

Start Button: Press the Start button to start recording respiratory
sounds, the icon will change to the Stop button, and then press the
Stop button to stop recording at the end.

Event Tag: Abnormal events can be selected to be tagged for
subsequent data collection, analysis, and reporting.
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3. Click APP: Start (As indicated by arrow)

4. Once the patch is attached, confirm the connection with the indicator light, press
the start button to record respiratory sounds, and confirm that you can hear
respiratory sounds
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5. Once you start recording, a patient message box will appear, click on KEY IN to
enter patient information

After completing this process, the message box will not appear again for the following recordings

6. To play the sound by phone, please select Auto+spk mode

Audio Play Mode
Auto+Spk: Sound played by headset and phone simultaneously
Auto: Headset or cell phone optional
Silent: Silent
15
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7. To play the sound by phone (step 1), please select SOUND to adjust the sound
settings

① Frequency Range: Set frequency range
② Pitch Shift: Pitch amplification setting (Toggle enable to apply)
③ BWE: Bandwidth extension range
④ CONFIRM: Settings are only applied after confirmation
⑤ RESET TO DEFAULT: Reset to factory settings
16
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8. To play the sound by phone (step 2), please select ”New Dual” from NoiseCanceling ( NC mode)

The sequence of choosing steps in audio play mode does not affect the recording and playing

9. Tag events: Click ○
1 tag events to select abnormal events for tagging and ○
2 SAVE
to save abnormal events

10. If you wish to display two channels, go to ○
1 Advanced Settings ○
2 Settings ○
3
Enable Read all channel

17
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You can now select the channel on screen (Ch1- Ch4)

11. End recording: Click on ○
1 Stop button to end recording ○
2 Exit APP button ○
3
Click YES to confirm exit

Stop

Exit

18
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5. Advanced Content and Settings
Click

Enter advanced setting

① Patient：Patient information
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○
2 Archive: After entering files, query and review of respiratory sound files can be
performed

20
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○
3 Settings

Stethoscope connection function

Currently in development

AI recognition parameter settings

① SAVE: save AI recognition setting group
② LOAD: load AI recognition setting group
③ OVERWRITE: overwrite AI recognition setting group
④ DELETE：delete AI recognition setting group
21
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Settings lower than the default will be deleted
Settings lower than the default will be deleted

Settings lower than the default will be combined

Settings lower than the default will be combined
Settings lower than the default will be combined

Settings lower than the default will be combined

Settings lower than the default will be combined

Readings exceeding the set value will not be
subject to recognitions
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A delay of one second may be present in this
synchronization
Set 2 for AI recognition synchronization

Idle seconds after mute until alarm restart

Continuous adventitious sounds alarm
(purple box)
Numbers of continuous adventitious sounds
within 15 seconds alarm (purple box)
Ratio of continuous adventitious sounds
within 15 seconds alarm (purple box)

Alarm is disabled under silent
mode
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① NEW: Add event record group
② LOAD: Load existing event record group
③ MODIFY: Modify existing event record group
④ DELETE: Delete event record group
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6. Respiratory Spectra Description
Normal breathing sounds (inspiration is identified and indicated by white bars)

Continuous adventitious sounds (indicated by purple square): Snoring

Continuous adventitious sounds: Wheeze - Horizontal bright band indicates wheeze

Non-continuous adventitious sound: Crackle- Vertical bright band indicates crackle
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7. Cleaning and Maintenance
Removal and sterilization of stethoscope patches:
Gently remove the double sided adhesive disks from the stethoscope after each use and
dispose of them in the infectious waste bin, or wipe them with alcohol wipes or paper
towels soaked in 75% alcohol.
To minimize the risk of infection, it is recommended that a replacement patch be
applied for each patient.
Cleaning and disinfection equipment:
Regarding the surface of the equipment (including mainframe, stethoscopic patch, and
connection cable) in contact with the patient, it is recommended that you wipe the surface
of the equipment gently with an alcohol wipe or a paper towel soaked with 75% alcohol,
instead of spraying the disinfection solution directly on the equipment, as this may cause
damage to the equipment. After the equipment is completely dry, store it in the original
storage box at room temperature.
To minimize the risk of infection, it is recommended that the relay board and the
stethoscope be cleaned and disinfected with alcohol wipes or paper towels soaked in
75% alcohol after each patient's use.
Do not immerse the equipment in liquid or sterilize it, as this may cause damage to the
equipment.

8. Troubleshooting
Issue
Orange light

Troubleshooting
Please check that the patient's cables and stethoscopic patches are
properly positioned.

No respiratory sound
heard

1. Troubleshoot from the patient side.
2. Reconnect the patient-side cable. If the problem persists, try
using another cable or stethoscopic patch.

APP cannot save/
load recordings

Please check the current storage space and move audio files out
of the phone so that you can continue to record audio files.

APP crash or delayed Please remove the cable from the phone to the relay board,
response
reconnect it and restart the APP.
Connection hub high
power consumption

1. Please remove the hub first and reconnect the hub after a period of
time. If the condition still occurs after reconnecting the hub, it may
be due to a phone battery protection mechanism. It is
recommended that you do not exceed four hours of continuous
use.
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Headquarters: Heroic Faith International Ltd.
Address: 18F, No. 460, Sec. 4, Xinyi Road, Xinyi District, Taipei
City, Taiwan
Telephone: 02-87291122
Legal Manufacturer: Heroic Faith International Ltd. commissioned
Sound Land Corp. production
Manufacturer Address: No. 32, Keji 1st Rd, Guishan District,
Taoyuan City
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